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Abstract—This paper presents a fast motion estimation algo-
rithm by adaptively changing the early termination threshold for
the current accumulated partial sum of absolute difference (SAD)
value. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
can provide the similar quality while saving 77.9% and 50.6%
of SAD computation when comparing with early termination
methods in MPEG-4 VM18.0 and H.264 JM9.0, respectively.

Index Terms—Early termination, H.264, MPEG-4, variable
block size motion estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION ESTIMATION (ME) has been adopted by all
of the existing international standards related to video

coding [1], [2] to remove temporal redundancy between frames.
However, ME is also the most computationally intensive part in
a typical video encoder (50%–90%) of the entire system [5].
Thus, many fast ME algorithms have been proposed to reduce
the complexity by searching only a subset of eligible candidates,
for example, three step search algorithm [4], global elimination
algorithm (GEA) [5] and quarter-pel motion estimation (QME)
[1]. GEA, derived from successive elimination algorithm (SEA)
[7], is proposed to remove the problems of SEA by using tech-
niques similar to pel averaging and multiple candidates search.
QME subsamples the search window by four to speed up the
process.

Other fast algorithms employ early termination scheme to
reduce the number of block distortion measure, which is our
concern here. One early termination scheme, partial distor-
tion search algorithm (PDS), is recommended to be used in
MPEG-4 [3] and H.264 [10] reference software to reduce the
computational complexity of the SAD without introducing any
loss in PSNR quality. In the PDS, the accumulated partial
SAD (PSAD) is used to eliminate the impossible candidates
of motion vector (MV) before the completion of calculating
the SAD in a matching block. Thus, if the PSAD is greater
than the current minimum SAD at anytime, this candidate is
rejected and the remaining SAD computation is skipped. The
PSAD is computed and accumulated by calculating the SAD
for one line of the block at a time. Though this scheme can skip
some unnecessary SAD computations, there is still room to be
improved. For example, this scheme cannot efficiently skip the
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SAD computations when the candidate SAD is similar to the
current minimum SAD. This situation will happen especially at
the search points near to the predicted or the final MV location.

Adjustable partial distortion search (APDS)[9] is a normal-
ized partial distortion comparison method capable of adjusting
the prediction accuracy against searching speed by a quality
factor. It uses the halfway-stop technique with progressive par-
tial distortions (PPD) to increase early rejection rate of impos-
sible candidate MVs at very early stages. APDS divides each
matching block into 16 equal sized groups, each group is sub-
sampled in difference patterns, and each pattern has its own im-
pact on the speed and the quality. Matching process starts by ac-
cumulating the distortion measure for one group after another.
So by comparisons of the normalized partial distortion against
normalized minimum block distortion, it can save more compu-
tational complexity.

Hilbert-grouped partial distortion search (HGPDS) [8] first
employs the Hilbert scan to extract the representative pixels ac-
cording to the edge information in the one-dimensional (1-D)
Hilbert sequence, groups them into 16 16-pixel groups, sorts
these groups in descending order, and finally computes the par-
tial distortion according to the order of the groups. It uses a
new search strategy by scanning the search window twice. In
the first scan phase, it computes the distortion for the first group
of the 16-groups established above. Then -search points with
the lowest PSAD are located and tested later to choose the best
search center among them for the spiral scan which is the second
scan phase. The overhead of the HGPDS is the grouping of
pixels according to their activities in the Hilbert scan which con-
sists of extra calculations and sorting also two scan phases for
the new search strategy. So by doing the comparisons using the
representative pixels first, this algorithm can save more compu-
tational complexity.

Both APDS and HGPDS exhibits irregular data flow due to
extracting pixels in irregular pattern, which hinders their use in
the hardware design. The PDS still consumes extra SAD com-
putations especially for search points which are closer to the
final MV location. H.264 introduces a variable block size ME,
which reduces the efficiency of the early termination algorithms
mentioned above. Small size blocks (i.e., 4 4) contain small
number of pixels, in which the coherency between those pixels
is high. So when employing the early termination algorithm,
each block will consume more SAD computations till the termi-
nation happens. Repeating this process for all small size blocks
means more SAD computations when compared with a normal
16 16 macroblock (MB).

To solve the above problems, we propose an early termination
algorithm by adaptive threshold instead of using nearly constant
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Fig. 1. (a) Algorithm flow for the PDS. (b) Our proposed algorithm.

minimum SAD value during the SAD accumulation. The results
show that it can reduce the SAD computation significantly with
negligible quality degradation. The proposed algorithm shows
good efficiency with variable block size. Also it exhibits regular
data flow, since it tests the MB line by line.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we will introduce the proposed early termination scheme. Sec-
tion III will show the experimental results. Comparison with
other fast ME algorithms is shown in Section IV. Finally, the
conclusion is made in Section V.

II. EARLY TERMINATION ALGORITHM

Fig. 1(a) shows the flowchart of computing the PDS. It as-
sumes a minimum SAD (SAD ), by computing the SAD
at the predicted location in the search window, and sets that
value to be SAD for later comparison. Then it starts the SAD
computation for each search point. During the SAD computa-
tion, if the partial SAD is equal to or greater than SAD , it
terminates the remaining partial SAD computation and jumps
to the next search position. For such early termination purposes,
the partial SAD is computed one line at a time and accumulated
to the total SAD for that MB. This method can quickly skip the
unnecessary SAD computation and preserve the search quality.

However, if the SAD of the candidate MB is similar to the cur-
rent minimum SAD, there is little room to save more computa-
tions.

Fig. 1(b) shows the flow of the proposed algorithm. Our
proposed algorithm adopts the similar approach as the PDS.
We still compute the partial SAD one line at a time and add it
to the total SAD. However, during the accumulation of SAD,
we use a threshold value SAD instead of the minimum SAD
(SAD ) as an early termination condition. If the accumulated
SAD value is larger than the threshold, we skip the remaining
SAD computation and proceed to the next search point. Oth-
erwise, we continue the SAD computation/accumulation, and
update the SAD accordingly. When a match occurs, which
means lower SAD value than the current minimum SAD,
SAD is modified according to the new value of minimum
SAD.

To help adaptively changing the threshold value, three param-
eters are introduced in the flow diagram, “SAD ,” “error,” and
“dec.” The values for SAD , “error,” and “dec” for H.264 and
MPEG-4 are depicted in Fig. 2(b). These parameters have con-
sidered the effect of variable block size and thus have different
values according to their block size. “SAD ” represents the
base threshold value used in early termination process, which is
a summation of current minimum SAD and extra error margin
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Fig. 2. (a) Seven MB modes in H.264/AVC. (b) Values for SAD , “error,”
and “dec” for different block sizes in H.264 and for MPEG-4.

Fig. 3. Effect of “error” parameter variation on (a) generated bit rate, (b)PSNR,
and (c) complexity reduction.

Fig. 4. Scan patterns in the search window. (a) Raster scan. (b) Spiral scan.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH Q = 16

(error). The reason to introduce the “error” parameter is ex-
plained as follows. Since we process every candidate MB line by
line, each line consists of 16 pixels in the case of 16 16 block
size. Some lines may generate large PSAD and others may gen-
erate low PSAD. The accumulated PSAD for the 16 lines will
represent the SAD value for that candidate position. While com-
paring the PSAD for every line with the normalized SAD , it
could be the case of PSAD SAD for these lines and termi-
nates the SAD process. Meanwhile, if we proceeded to compute
the PSAD for the remaining lines (those lines may generate low
PSAD), the total SAD for that candidate position is lower than
the global min_SAD. To give the chance for those candidate
positions with inhomogeneous PSAD distribution among the
MB lines, we introduce an error margin. If the generated PSAD
for those lines are less than [SAD “error”], we give them
more chance to proceed in the SAD process. Otherwise termi-
nate the process if the generated PSAD is larger than [SAD
“error”].

The “error” parameter represents a margin of allowance for
the candidate MB to pass the test in case that MB is similar or
near to the target MB. The “error” parameter gives it the chance
to continue the SAD test unless it really generates PSAD
much greater than SAD . This “error” parameter should be
decreased line by line by using “dec” parameter (decrement).
Every time we process a new line we subtract “dec” from
SAD . Thus, when processing the last line in the candidate
MB, we will compare the true min_cost with the accumulated
SAD for that position.

The value for “error” is set to the difference of 8 pixels. If
this value increases, more accurate MV will be generated on
the expense of increasing the SAD computations. On the other
hand, lower “error” value will generate more error in the gen-
erated MV, but less SAD computations. Fig. 3 shows the effect
of changing the “error” parameter on the generated bit rate, the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and the reduction in com-
plexity, applied on three test sequences Stefan, Coastguard, and
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR MPEG-4 WITH SPIRAL SCAN PATTERN, Q = 16, AND 4 MV ENABLED

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR H.264 WITH SPRIRAL SCAN PATTERN, Q = 28;�32 SR, AND RDO DISABLED

Mobile, which exhibit high and low motion. In Fig. 3(a), it is
clear that as the “error” value increases, the change in bit rate
will decrease, which means more accurate generated MV. In
Fig. 3(b), when the “error” parameter increases the quality will
be better and closer to that of the full search without termination.
Finally, the complexity reduction variation due to the “error” pa-
rameter is shown in Fig. 3(c), in which more computations could
be saved when the “error” parameter is smaller. The “dec” pa-
rameter is simply the result of dividing the “error” by the number
of lines in each sub-MB according to each mode we are working
on.

In summary, the advantage of our algorithm is that with the
adaptive threshold value instead of the constant one allows us to
skip more unnecessary SAD computation, as shown later in the
simulation results.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following, we will show the simulation results of
the proposed algorithm by integrating it into the MPEG-4
verification model V18.0 [3], and H.264 JM 9.0 [10]. All the

TABLE IV
COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT EARLY TERMINATION ALGORITHMS

following test sequences are in CIF format with 300 frames and
32 search range, unless otherwise specified.
Like other early termination algorithms, the efficiency of the

proposed algorithm depends on the scan pattern in the search
window, and the initial SAD value that affects how fast we
can reach the minimum SAD point and save more computa-
tions. In the following test, we test two scan patterns as de-
picted in Fig. 4, the spiral scan adopted by MPEG-4 VM18.0
and the normal raster scan used for most of the hardware im-
plementations. The complexity saving is due to the adaptive
threshold mechanism during the SAD accumulation. SAD
should be set to a value that ensures fast early termination and
gives accurate results as well. When SAD adapted to a lower
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TABLE V
COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT NONEARLY TERMINATION ALGORITHMS

value, more line skipping will occur. Only those MBs near to
the lowest SAD point will consume more SAD computations
because the error between those MBs and the current MB will
be smaller, and thus many lines will pass the threshold detection.
Setting SAD to large value will slow down the termination
process, especially for the raster scan method. In the following
testing results, the first min_SAD is set to be SAD , which is
the SAD calculated at the predicated MV position.

Table I shows the results for both scanning methods, relative
to the search algorithm implemented in VM18.0 without any
early termination. The comparison results are produced and tab-
ulated according to the parameters as follows.

CHG_BITy Change of bits used for the
whole sequence.

CHG_PSNR Change of PSNR.

CHG_COMPLEXITY Change of SAD computations
for the whole sequence.

It is clear that the spiral search pattern achieves better re-
sults in terms of total bits and PSNR, and also saves more SAD
computations than the raster scan method. This is due to the
raster scan pattern will pass by many local minimum, changing
SAD accordingly and may skip the targeted MB. This effect
is shown clearly in the low and moderate motion test sequences,
such as M&D and Mobile, where the MV is more likely to be
near to the predicated position.

The proposed early termination method is also applied to the
8 8 subblock ME. Table II shows the performance results of
the proposed algorithm compared with MPEG-4 VM 18.0 en-
abling the 4 MV option. Our method can save 77.91% of com-
plexity with negligible quality loss. The last column shows the
time consumed by the ME subroutine to find the MV. This is
computed with the time function implemented by Visual C++
6.0, on a P4 2 GHz, 768 MB memory and windows XP system.

The same tests are applied to H.264. Table III shows the re-
sults for the proposed method compared to the early termina-
tion method employed in JM 9.0. The proposed method can save
50.6% of complexity with similar quality. The difference in per-
centage between the time saving and the complexity saving is
due to the accuracy of the time function, since many search po-
sitions will be skipped after few lines tests, and the time func-
tion will not capture this time difference. The difference appears
more in H.264 since it works with small block sizes, and more
error in capturing the time.

The result for H.264 shows less complexity reduction and
more PSNR degradation but less bit rate increase compared
to MPEG-4. This is due the variable block size ME of H.264.
The small block size tends to consume more SAD computations
compared to that of large block size. For example, when testing
4 4 block, at least we need to go through one line test, which
in total equivalent to 4 lines test in a 16 16 block. Meanwhile,
if the tests only applied on 16 16 block, we can stop SAD
computations after the first line test. The PSNR degradation is
due to reducing the chances to select modes with smaller size
blocks, which gives better quality when selected. When dealing
with small size blocks, the “error” parameter also will be small,
hence early termination will occur frequently, and will result in
ignoring more small size blocks from the mode selection later
by H.264.

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

The comparison hereafter is based on the SAD computational
complexity and the PSNR value, when compared with other
early termination algorithms such as [8] and [9]. The algorithm
presented in [8] is considered as lossless due to no degrada-
tion in PSNR with complexity reduction of 16.6% compared to
PDS. However, when it employs the early jump out technique
it will result in PSNR reduction of ( 0.033 dB) in average and
64.5% complexity reduction. While the algorithm presented in
[9] can achieve a speedup of 18.7 times compared to PDS by
testing one pixel at a time, which results in a high PSNR degra-
dation of ( 0.885 dB). The presented algorithm is superior to
the above two algorithms in terms of negligible PSNR loss (in
average 0.0018 dB), and also in higher complexity reduction
(77.914% compared to PDS). Comparing to [9], our algorithm
can achieve a theoretical speedup of 65 times by testing 4 pixels
at a time rather than 16 pixels (skipping the SAD computations
after testing 4 pixes only). Table IV summarizes this compar-
ison.

For other nonearly termination algorithms, Table V presents a
comparison between our proposed algorithm with recently pro-
posed GEA and QME. It is clear that the proposed method can
save more computations with negligible quality loss.

The simplicity and regularity of the proposed algorithm
makes it suitable for hardware implementation, with low
control circuitry, regular data flow, and no special circuitry to
read pixels in certain form (as Hilbert Scan or different block
patterns employed in [9]). Also it can be integrated with other
fast algorithms such as QME to achieve more computation
reduction since its PSNR degradation is very low.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a simple but efficient early termi-
nation method. It reduces the complexity of ME module by
skipping the unnecessary SAD computations with adaptively
changed threshold. Both MPEG-4 and H.264 can benefit from
this method. The reduction in SAD computations achieved
saving of 77.9% and 50.6 % of that in MPEG-4 VM18.0 and
H.264 JM9.0, respectively, with negligible quality loss.
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